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About Lumedic
Care Through Cooperation ~ We are a Health Information Logistics company, compelled by patient-centered design, to
optimize the way people access, manage, and pay for healthcare

One of healthcare’s lingering challenges remains the conflicted information systems, processes and policies that limit
access, frustrate understanding and hamper reconciliation of procedures to payments. The corresponding costs are
enormous – and intolerable. To fix that, we entirely rethink systems at the core of healthcare administration. Today Lumedic
enables every healthcare stakeholder to enjoy unprecedented cooperation, through interoperable systems and shared
standards, that prompts information, not people, to work harder.
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Description:

We’re a healthcare company, first and foremost. We are committed to removing friction in the flow of proper
information to improve the quality of care, helping patients make their way forward.

Stakeholder(s):
Patients

Healthcare Administrators

Lumedic Leaders

Angeliki Ebbesen :
Director Operations

Mike Nash :
Chief Executive Officer

Lauren Newman :
Director Strategy & Planning

Brian Anderson :
Chief Technology Officer

Chris Ingrao :
Chief Operations Officer
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Vision
Cooperation Drives Care

Mission
To enable healthcare stakeholders to enjoy unprecedented cooperation

Values
Patient-Centered Design

Cooperation: A Frictionless Future ~ The Lumedic Exchange is a community of organizations committed to greater
cooperation, to start deconflicting healthcare’s information ecosystem.

Trust: The basis for this cooperation is trusted, verified, secure exchanges of information based on the one constant
that matters to every stakeholder: the patient.

Verification

Security

Exchange

Shared Governance: Through shared governance, members will capture value lost to waste, delay, and uncertainty,
while simultaneously improving patient experience and patient care.
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Healthcare Logistics
Optimize the way people access, manage, and pay for healthcare
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1. Standards

Share standards
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2. Systems

Build interoperable systems
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